
Sure Shot Special includes options 1,2 and 3 for $995 

Unlimited in-person planning meetings.  I provide in person meetings along with phone and 

email planning, we make sure every detail is covered. 

1. Five Hour Reception Package $895 – One DJ System including Wireless microphones

and Two Speakers for up to 200 guests. Your DJ will be your emcee. We make all

announcements needed, from Grand entrance, First Dance, Family Dances, Garter and

Bouquet Toss, Cake Cutting as well as introducing the Best Man for toasts. Playlists and

song choices are selected by the Bride and Groom. DJ equipment is set up before your

Five Hour package begins.

2. Ceremony DJ Service Package $200 – If the Ceremony is not in the exact same location

as the Reception, then a second DJ system will be needed. A ceremony DJ system will

play music for Bridal March, Processional and Recessional pieces of your Ceremony.

Music begins 30 minutes before Ceremony starts, so guests may arrive to music. The

Bride and Groom may pick any songs for their ceremony. Adding live music can be

provided as well. Occasionally a family member may sing or play a musical instrument

for your ceremony, we can accommodate for that. Professional wireless microphones

are available for the officiant and picking up the vows spoken by the bride and groom.

3. Dancefloor Lighting $50 – A 10 Foot tall Tripod stand with 4 LED lighting pieces are fully

adjustable to match the mood from the first dance to fully packed dancefloor.

4. Additional Hour $100 – If additional time is needed.

5. Video $150 – Projector and Screen available upon request.

6. GOBO $200 - A gobo is a stencil or template placed inside or in front of a light source to

control the shape of the emitted light. Often in the shape of the Couple’s Initials and or

wedding Date.

7. Up Lighting, Minimum 8 lights = $100 or 16 lights for $150 - a specially designed wall

light designed or positioned to cast its light upwards. Uplights are available in any color

desired.




